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the cam and dropping into the notch E on the collar. This leaves the cam free when the engine runs
backward; F Is the pump; G Is the valve box of the pump, having au aperture H coupled to the gas
supply, a regulating screw H1 for gas, and a second aperture H2 for admitting air I Is the check
valve, and K the ignition valve, having au orifice J on the left, to be connected by a tube with the
interior of the cylinder of the engine; L Is a link connecting the arm on the plug of the ignition valve
with the adjustable lever MM, moving on the stud N on the bracket O; S is the pilot flame, lighting an
ignition Jet in the Ignition valve K; and U a catch to hold lever M out of gear. The...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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